The SPE Asean seminar 2019 was held at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. The focus of the seminar was to apprise attendees on the latest developments in plastic applications and to promote the industry.

The seminar was structured in three segments:

1. Eight professionals delivered presentations on topics ranging from intellectual property, circular materials, analytical equipment for polymers, and chemical research to additive manufacturing processes.

2. Students presented their research work (five students were each given five minutes).

3. Seven companies were recognized for their generous sponsorship.

There was a networking lunch and two networking tea breaks outside the auditorium throughout the seminar. All networking breaks allowed multiple opportunities for the working professionals and students to interact and exchange information. After each presentation, ample time was given for questions.

About 70 SPE members and non-members attended the technical seminar.

Opening address by Tang Kien Mun, Omya Singapore president, SPE ASEAN Committee.
Ng Chong Yuan, IP Academy Singapore, presented on Intellectual Property - An integral part of your business (left). A student presenting his research work (above).

Students’ posters (above-left). Appreciation certificates presented to sponsors (above-right).

Networking sessions allowed working professionals and students to interact and exchange information (left). Presenting the best student poster award (above).